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Check 21 and Substitute Checks
The Check Clearing for the 21st Century Act, signed on October 28, 2003 went into
effect on October 28, 2004. The act authorizes the creation of a new negotiable
instrument called a “substitute check”. The Act is designed to help encourage
electronic check image exchange.
ANSI (American National Standards Institute) has worked to create a specification for a
substitute check also known as an Image Replacement Document (IRD). The ANSI
specification for an IRD is documented in the X9.100-140-2004 standard.
According to the act, if the substitute check (IRD) meets the act’s requirements, then it
is the legal equivalent of the original paper check. Financial Institutions cannot refuse to
accept a substitute check that meets the Act’s requirements. IRDs are paper
reproductions that contain both a front and back image of the original check. A MICR
(Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) line containing all of the information from the
original check is necessary on an IRD. An IRD can be presented for automated
processing and clearing in the same manner as the original paper check.
THE IRD ADVANTAGE
Today, around 40 billion checks move through the clearing process; a large percentage
of these are still paper. There are expectations for a fully image enabled clearing
process in the financial industry. However, industry experts anticipate that this is still
several years away. In the interim, IRD’s offer a way to help transition to full image
exchange. The advantage being reduced float and transportation cost.
Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the current process for paper checks. As an example a check
cashed in Pittsburgh, PA, written on a bank in Sacramento, CA, will be shipped to
Sacramento, CA to clear. Shipping can add 2-3 days of processing time. Depending
on the location of the check processor, higher regional processing fees may apply.
However, if the check is scanned or imaged in Pittsburgh, PA, then sent to a processing
center near Sacramento, CA, as an electronic file where it is printed as an IRD and
couriered to the paying bank, float can be reduced by 1-2 days. In addition, only local
courier fees apply. Lower transportation cost can be associated with check clearing.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the process of electronic image exchange.
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IRD Flow
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Financial Institutions may achieve other significant benefits by implementing IRD
printing in conjunction with image exchange.
These include:
 Reduced clearing costs by printing IRDs close to the regional clearing centers
 Reduced clearing cost by printing IRDs earlier in the day
 Elimination of manual processes to handle return items
COMPONENTS NECESSARY TO PRODUCE AN IMAGE REPLACEMENT
DOCUMENT
Toner
Like the original check, special toner is needed to produce the MICR line on the IRD.
This toner, called MICR toner, has unique magnetic properties which help produce the
signal needed for a reader sorter to interpret the printed MICR line data.
IRD Paper Stock
ANSI specifies two primary types of IRD documents – Forward IRDs and Return IRDs.
A Forward IRD must be 3.667” x 8.5” (Figure 2.1). A Return IRD must be 4.292” x 8.5”,
allowing .625 for the qualified MICR print band (Figure 2.2). Qualified MICR print band
on a Return IRD is the removable strip that contains the return information. In addition,
ANSI specifications require a minimum of 24 lb paper weight.
Figure 2.2
Figure 2.1
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Printer and Font
An IRD replicates both the front (Figure 3.1) and the back (Figure 3.2) of the original
check. Processed in the same fashion as the original check, the IRD also includes
financial institution information. The MICR line is precisely located in the field specified
by the ANSI standard. In order to accurately print an IRD a printer must have the
following features:
 Automated duplex (2 sided) printing
 Precise placement of the MICR line on the IRD
 Accurate E13-B MICR font reproduction including font size, character
placement, character signal strength and character density
Figure 3.1

Figure 3.2

Back view of IRD
Back view of a Forward IRD

Front view of a Forward IRD

CONSIDERATIONS FOR BUILDING AN IRD SOLUTION
MICR Line Placement and Signal Strength
MICR line position and data placement on an IRD is just as critical as MICR line
positioning and data placement on the original check. IRD printers that include
enhanced MICR line positioning technology allow you to adjust the position of the MICR
line. This helps insure that the IRD can be processed in existing reader-sorters without
being rejected.
As the only element that contains all the information for automated payment processing,
it is essential that existing reader/sorter equipment recognize the MICR line. Even if the
MICR line is accurately placed, insufficient signal strength from the MICR toner will
cause the IRD to fail when processed by the reader sorter machine. ANSI standards
require that the MICR signal level be 50 – 200. To help minimize rejected checks, only
MICR toner that is manufactured and tested to consistently meet the required ANSI
signal strength should be used.
MICR Toner Sensing
IRD printers that incorporate MICR Toner Sensing technology verify the presence of
MICR toner prior to printing IRD’s. This technology will eliminate the chance of printing
an IRD with standard toner, and will also help avoid the cost of check rejects, reprints
and wasted supplies.
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IRD Paper and Finishing Options – Multiple up Versus 1 up
There are two basic approaches to printing an IRD. A
company can choose to batch print multiple IRDs on a sheet or
it can print a single IRD.

Figure 4.1

A financial institution can print three (3) Forward IRDs on one
8.5” x 11” page (Figure 4.1) and three (3) Return IRDs on
one 8.5” x 13” page. After printing, they would need to use
finishing equipment (i.e. cutter or burster), to separate the
IRDs before processing them. Although time consuming,
perforated IRD paper can be hand separated. There is a
similar process for printing two (2) IRDs on a single sheet.
After separating, the IRDs are now ready to go through
the clearing process.
Another option is to print a single IRD: 3.667”x 8.5” for a
3 up Forward IRD, 8.5” x 11” sheet
Forward IRD (Figure 4.2) and 4.292” x 8.5” for a Return IRD.
After printing one IRD on the ANSI specified paper
Figure 4.2
size the IRD is ready to go through the clearing
process. Advantages to this method are increased
efficiency, reduced capital investment, and lower
equipment maintenance. Unlike a 2 or 3 up sheet,
printing a 1 up IRD eliminates paper waste as there is
no unusable blank paper stock remaining at the end
of the check run. Jams in a reader/sorter, caused by
the edge debris from cutting or bursting, may also be
1 up Forward IRD, 3.667” x 8.5” sheet
significantly reduced with a 1 up IRD.
Network and Printer Security Considerations
An IRD file is as sensitive to fraud and abuse as a check printing file. The following
additional security measures should be included to protect both the printing process and
the IRD.
 Encrypting the IRD data file when it is sent to the IRD printer prevents
diverted files from being useable by unauthorized personnel.
 Jam recovery, a standard feature on most laser printers, should be disabled
to prohibit duplicate IRD printing.
 To guard against misuse, the ability to control which paper tray will be used
for IRD printing, and who can print, offers companies additional protection.
 Companies can also safeguard paper stock with additional key locks
protecting the paper trays.
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PERFORMING A NEEDS ANALYSIS PRIOR TO SELECTING AN IRD PRINT
SOLUTION
As companies move forward, they will need to define their own IRD printing needs.
Much like on-demand check printing, IRD printing solutions can be tailored to fit the
needs of the company. To help select the right IRD printing solution the following
questions need to be answered:




How fast does my IRD Printer need to be?
- How many IRDs will I need to print in a day?
- When will the file be available to print?
- When is the deadline for providing IRDs to the courier?
What security features do I need in my IRD printer?
- Will your printing be centralized or decentralized?
- Will the IRD Printer be located in an open or closed work environment?

Printing Speed - How to Determine the Speed You Need
All printers and print finishing equipment have defined processing speeds. To assure
adequate capacity, the printer speed must accommodate the volume that will be
produced. As an IRD is a two (2) sided document, a printer’s rated speed is not
necessarily the same as the IRD’s printed per minute. A finished two (2) sided page
may print at 1/3 to 1/2 the printers’ standard page per minute. The effective print
throughput of an IRD Printer is a result of the duplex print speed and the number of
IRDs printed per page.
For example, an IRD printer that duplex prints an 8 ½ x 11 inch page at 8 pages per
minute, with 3 IRDs per page, the final volume of IRDs produced in a minute is 24 (8 x
3) see Figure 5 below.
Figure 5
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IRD print production speed also needs to handle the peak printing volume during the
timelines available. For example, if an IRD printer’s rated speed is 24 IRD’s per minute
then that printer can easily handle a daily volume of 3000 IRD’s. However, if those
IRDs are required to be printed in a two hour window the same printer will not be able to
handle this volume.
How to Prevent Fraud with Your IRD Printer
The location of an IRD printer influences the types of fraud prevention features that
should be considered. An IRD printer placed in a secure room may only need a few
security options built into its design. In this type of environment TROY recommends the
IRD printer be equipped with jam recovery option and password protection. Jam
recovery prevents the printing of duplicate IRDs. Password protection, allows only
authorized users to print IRDs.
However, an IRD printer located in an open environment, where all employees have
access, requires additional security options. In this type of environment TROY
recommends the jam recovery option, password protection, paper tray locks, as well as
encryption/decryption technology. These additional layers of security allow companies
to better protect all aspects of IRD printing. By adding paper tray locks, companies will
control the IRD paper. With the addition of encryption/decryption technology, the
chance that unauthorized personal can gain access to IRD file is eliminated.
How to Decide What Solution is Best for You
TROY Group, Inc. is available serve as a consultant for Financial Institutes and Check
Clearing houses, to help each location find the solution that suits their individual needs.
With an array of IRD printing options, it is important that companies know their printing
needs before making a purchase.
For detailed information about ANSI x9.100-140
http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/press/bcreg/2004/20040726/attachment.pdf
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